Clerical
Bargaining Teams:
District: Tracy Bowe, Amy Skaalerud, Gary Ganje, Shane Keating, Laurie Putnam, Zach Dorholt
Unit: Carol Hanson, Riecher Denmark, Abby Schuft, Wanda Sis, Janine Gerads, Robin Marthaler, Tanika Cox, Chris Irving, April Kipka, Theresa Loch-Thoele, and Josie Wicker

July 21, 2023
- Introductions
- The Board Bargaining Principles were reviewed.
- An overview of the Board allocated bargaining budget was presented.
- A recap of the insurance renewal was reviewed.
- The updated insurance rates were presented.
- The Classification and Compensation Study was explained.
- Common language interests across hourly bargaining groups was discussed.
- Caucus
- Discussion around funding
- Next meeting August 11th, 1:00, at the DAO